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Abstract- In this paper, we extend the Decode-and-Forward
cooperative diversity scheme to the context of impulse radio ultra-
wideband (IR-UWB). We develop coherent and non-coherent
schemes that exploit the spatial diversity in a distributed manner
among the different terminals of a wireless network. These
schemes are specific to IR-UWB and they take advantage of the
pulse repetitions used to convey each information symbol. If Nf
is the number of pulses per symbol, the coherent scheme is based
on joint symbol and pulse coding and it achieves full diversity
with any number of relays for Nf > 1. The non-coherent scheme
is based on pulse coding and it achieves full diversity with a
maximum number of Nf -1 relays.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a growing interest in cooperative
diversity [1]-[6] where neighboring terminals cooperate with
each other in order to benefit from the spatial diversity to ame-
liorate the quality of their corresponding communications. The
utility of spatial diversity with multi-antenna ultra-wideband
(UWB) systems was outlined in different contributions [7], [8].
Despite the high frequency selectivity of UWB channels, prof-
iting from multi-path diversity can necessitate Rake receivers
with very high orders. This follows from the very important
delay spread of these channels. In this context, the additional
spatial degree of freedom can result in higher performance
levels, multiplexing gains and communication ranges. In this
paper, for the first time, we explore the benefits of cooperative
diversity in the context of coherent and non-coherent UWB.
The cooperative protocols can be classified as amplify-
and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) [1]. In AF
schemes, the cooperating nodes simply transmit scaled ver-
sions of their received signals. In DF schemes, each relay
decodes the received symbols and then re-encodes them using
a possibly different code-book. For the systems proposed in
[1]-[4], the relays transmit the information of the source in
the signal subspaces dedicated to their own transmissions. For
example, the source's information is transmitted during the
relays' TDMA time slots or using their CDMA spreading
sequences. In this context, DF was associated with coded
cooperation [1], [2] and space-time (ST) cooperation [3], [4].
In the first case, a channel-coded frame is partitioned into
several sub-frames retransmitted by the different cooperating
nodes. In the second case, after a broadcast phase where the
source transmits information to the relays, the relays transmit
simultaneously in the relay phase. Their data streams are coded
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by an appropriate ST code. If K is the number of nodes, ST
cooperation results in a spatial diversity order of K.
It was recently shown in [6] that further ameliorations can
be obtained by using non-orthogonal schemes where the relays
transmit in the signal subspace of the source. This strategy
results in a better bandwidth efficiency. Explicit ST codes
achieving a diversity order of K + 1 where proposed in [5]
for the AF scheme. For the DF scheme, no code constructions
were reported. On the other hand, the extension of [2]-[4] to
the non-orthogonal scheme will result in a data-rate reduction.
The contribution of this paper is the construction of new
non-orthogonal ST-coded DF schemes. In this way, the pro-
posed system achieves a diversity order of K + 1 with no data
rate losses and without transmitting on the relays' signal sub-
spaces. This is rendered possible by taking advantage of the
pulse repetitions used to convey a given information symbol.
The DF schemes can be associated with pulse amplitude
modulation (PAM), pulse position modulation (PPM) and
hybrid PPM-PAM. The system model takes into consideration
the nature of the highly frequency selective UWB channels [9].
For coherent systems where channel state information (CSI) is
known simply at the receiver side, Rake receivers are used at
the relays and the destination. Non-coherent systems are based
on energy integration and do not require any CSI. Note that in
this paper, we discuss uniquely issues related to the physical
layer and code design. In comparison with other existing
cooperative protocols, the proposed schemes do not impose
any additional constraints on the medium access control and
routing protocols (please refer to [10] and references therein).
Notations: In is the n x n identity matrix. 1mx , is the
m x n matrix whose elements are equal to one. X stands for
the Kronecker product. The function diag(XI, ... , Xn) stacks
the corresponding matrices on the principal diagonal.
II. COHERENT UWB
We consider a wireless network composed of a certain
number of half-duplex terminals each equipped with a single
antenna. As in the majority of cooperative systems, we suppose
that the considered system is synchronous. Unlike mobile
communications, this assumption is reasonable for short range
indoor communications for which the propagation delays are
small and the terminals typically have a slow mobility. We
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consider the case of time-hopping (TH) UWB where the ad-
ditional pseudo-random shifts of the transmitted pulses avoid
the catastrophic collision between different users. If at a certain
time a given node has no information to transmit, it can help
another node in delivering its message to its corresponding
destination. When transmitting simultaneously, the cooperating
nodes and the source share the same TH sequence. Moreover,
their transmitted energy is normalized resulting in the same
average interference levels as in non-cooperative networks.
In TH-UWB, each information symbol is conveyed by a
train of N. shifted pulses separated by an average duration of
Tf. We consider the case of K neighboring relays helping the
source in its transmission. The proposed scheme is periodic
with a period of (K + 1)NjTf. We suppose that this duration
is smaller than the channel coherence time and we focus on
the first period that concerns the transmission of K'= K + 1
information symbols.
In non-cooperative TH-UWB, the transmitted signal corre-
sponding to these K' symbols can be expressed as:
K' N -1 M-1
s'(t)= b',,, E: a' mPk.n.m) (1
k'=1n' =0 m=O
where Pk,n,m(t) = w(t -(k - 1)T, - nTf - m6). The pulse
waveform w(t) has a duration of Tw and is normalized to
have unit energy. T, = N'Tf is the symbol duration. d is
the position modulation delay chosen to be larger than T,
No reference to the TH sequence was made since we do not
take multiple access interference into consideration. For hybrid
M-PPM-M'-PAM modulations, the k'-th information symbol
is mapped onto the amplitude a', C {2m'- 1 - M'; m'
,..., M'} and the position d, {O,...,M - 1}. PPM and
PAM follow as special cases by setting a', = 1 and d', = 0 re-
spectively for all values of k'. The k'-th symbol is represented
by the M-dimensional vector A', = [a',, aI/M 1]T
where a,m al,6(dl, m) for m = 0,...,M I where d(.)
is the Dirac delta function. The amplitude spreading sequence
{bl,12, } introduces additional coding between the pulses and
can be exploited in the multiuser and cooperative scenarios.
For uncoded systems, bk,ln 1 for all values of k' and n'.
12N'~ ~ ~~N
Suppose that NI is even and denote by Nf = f LetSuppuse
~ f2
NfTf designate the new symbol duration. In the cooperative
mode, eq. (1) takes the form:
2K' Nf-1 M-1
s(t)= S ak' 5 bk',n E5 ak',mpk',n,m(t) (2)
k'=1 n=O m=O
Let Ak' = [ak',O... ak',M_1]T be the vector representation
of the k'-th coded symbol. For the symbol durations k' =
1, ...,K' (first half of the cooperation period), we fix Ak' =
A/,. During the second half of the cooperation period, the
coded symbols verify Ak' A(°) for k' = K' + 1,., 2K'
where A(°) is given by:
A(0) = (R(0) X IM)[Al AK/] (3)
where R is any K' x K' fully diverse rotation matrix [11] and
R(k) is the (k + I)-th row of R. The choice of ak, and bk',1
is given later.
The cooperation strategy is as follows. Each one of the K
relays will listen to s(t) during the first K' symbol durations.
After that, Rake reception is performed and decisions concern-
ing the values of the first K' symbols are taken. The estimated
value of Ak, at the k-th relay is designated by A(k) for
k' 1,...,K' and k = 1, ...,K. After that, the relays transmit
simultaneously during the second half of the cooperation
period. Designate by A(k) the vector representation of the k'-th
symbol transmitted by the k-th relay for k'= K'+ 1, ..., 2K'
and k = 1, ..., K. We fix A(k) = A(k) which is given by:
A(k) = (R(k) (8 IM)[A(k)T ... AK)TIT (4)
In eq. (2), we fix ak/ = 1 for k' = 1,..., K' and ak' = /32
for k'= K'+ 1, ..., 2K'. Moreover, during the second half of
the cooperation period, the energy transmitted by each relay
is scaled by /32. The energy transmitted by the source and its
K relays during the entire cooperation period is taken to be
the same as in non-cooperative systems. In other words, we
fix 1 + K'2 = 1.
In eq. (2), we fix bk/, 1 fork' 1,...,K' and n
0, ..., Nf- 1. Designate by B(°) the 1 x K'Nf matrix given by
B(0) = [BK±)l ... B2K,] where B(,) = [bk',O...bk',Nf_-.
We fix B(°) = B(0) (9 llxNf- In the same way, when
transmitting during the second half of the cooperation period,
the 1 x K'Nf spreading sequence associated with the k-th
relay is given by B(k) = 3(k) Ix1xNf. We choose 13(k) to be
the (k+l)-th row of the matrix B 1 _U for k = O, ...,K
where U is any unitary K' x K' matrix. In this way, the
spreading sequences transmitted by the source and the relays
during the second half of the cooperation period are orthogonal
to each other.
It is important to note that even though the source and
the relays are using low dimensional orthogonal spreading
sequences, the proposed scheme is still non-orthogonal accord-
ing to the definition given in [6]. In fact, the multiple access
is controlled by the TH sequences which are common to a
source and all of its relays. Therefore, even if there is another
terminal transmitting at the same time, its cooperating relays
can use the same spreading matrix B. This non-orthogonality
is an important feature since it is behind the good performance
of a given cooperation strategy because it does not waste the
system's resources [6].
In the case where all the decisions taken at the relays
during the first half of the cooperation period are correct,
the cooperative scheme coincides with the space-time coding
scheme proposed in [8]. This diversity scheme is based on
inter pulse coding and achieves the best-known coding gain
that can be achieved by codes constructed from cyclic division
algebras. This justifies eq. (3), eq. (4) and the choice of
the matrix B. Moreover, the achieved coding gain is non-
vanishing. In other words, it has the same value with all
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PPM-PAM constellations. Encoding the N' pulses of K'
consecutive symbols according to eq. (2), eq. (3) and eq. (4)
permits to achieve full diversity with a decoding complexity
that grows with K'. This complexity is much lower than that
of the minimal-delay non-cooperative ST codes [12] (K'2
symbols per codeword) and of the cooperative ST schemes
[5] (4K symbols per codeword). Since the construction of
ST codes over cooperative channels is based on the rank
criterion and determinant criterion [2], [5], we expect that the
proposed scheme continues to show good performance even
when erroneous decisions are taken at some relays.
Designate by h(k) (t) the convolution of w(t) with the
impulse response of the channel between the source and the
k-th relay. In the same way, g(k) (t) is the convolution of
w(t) with the impulse response of the channel between the
k-th relay and the destination for k = 1, ...,K. The channel
between the source and the destination is denoted by g(O)(t).
The signal received at the k-th relay during the k'-th symbol
duration for k' = 1,... K' can be expressed as:
r(k) (t) 1 P /,Th(k) (t (k'1 25-nTf Tn6)+n(k) (t)
n,m (5)
where n(k) (t) is the noise at the k-th node which is supposed
to be real AWGN with double sided spectral density N0/2.
The time origin of each relay is the arriving time of the first
multi-path component. Pk is a gain factor corresponding to
the relative quality of the channel between the source and the
k-th relay with respect to the channel between the source and
the destination. In order to eliminate Inter Symbol Interference
(ISI), Tf is chosen to be larger than the channel delay spread.
In order to profit from the multi-path diversity, Rake re-
ceivers are used at the destination and the cooperating relays.
M correlators corresponding to the M modulation positions
are used after the l-th Rake finger. The outputs of these
matched filters are given by:
(k) fkTs /2Xk/l,l,m = 1) kl(T)w2,I m(t)dt
k'-l)Ts /2
M-1
/VlpklNf E hm(k) /,,m/ + n (k)m'm ,m Ok,l,m
M'=0
where:
h(k)r (k)e(t)fWe(tei(mg-li)e-n)dt
and the reference signal is given by:
Nf-1
Wk' ,l,m (t) = E: w (t
n=O
(k' -1) s
(6)
nTf- A1-m) (8)
Equation (6) follows from the condition of no ISI. A1 is the
l-th finger delay for I = 0, ..., L -1. For the k-th relay and the
l-th Rake finger, h(k)m corresponds to the effect of the signal
transmitted at the m'-th position on the m-th matched filter
corresponding to the m-th position. The correlation between
the noise terms is given by:
E[n4j9k)<n(ki1 NfNoEk[n, l mn kl,11,mil]= 2
-y((Tn- Tl)6 + Al - Al,)6(k -kl)6(k' -k) (9)
where -7(T) f=0 w(t)w(t- T)dt. Following from eq. (9),
we fix A1 = IMTW resulting in white noise terms since (m-
ml)6 + Al1-All > TW for (1, m) :t (11, ml). The factor Nf
can be removed from eq. (6) and eq. (9).
Equation (6) can be expressed in matrix form as:
X/(k)= lkH Ak, + N(k) (10)
The last equation is valid for k' = 1, ..., K' and k =
1, ..., K. is the LM-dimensional decision vector whose
(IM+m+ 1)-th element is equal to xkk)l ,m for I = O, ..., L -1
and m = 0,...,M -1. N(k) is the noise vector and it is
constructed in the same way as X(k). H(k) is a LM x M
matrix corresponding to the channel between the source and
the k-th relay. Its (IM + m + 1, m' + I)-th element is equal
to hm(k) , for I = 0,...,L -1, m' = 0,...,M -1 and
m = O, ..., M -1. For the k'-th symbol, the k-th relay decides
in the favor of (k) such that:
A(k) = argmin XCx/X(k) / (kHA 2 (11)
where 11 2 stands for the Frobenius norm and C is the M-
PPM-M'-PAM constellation given by:
C {(2m'1
-M')em±+; m' = 1, ..., M';m = O, ...,M -1}
(12)
where em is the m-th column of the M x M identity matrix
IM. Equation (11) corresponds to performing an exhaustive
search among MM' symbols. This follows from the non-
symmetric interference (caused by the channel) among the
different positions. For example, the m-th position interferes
with the m1-th position only if m < ml.
The decision matrix at the destination during the first half
of the cooperation period (k' = 1, ..., K') takes the from:
X(,°) = AQG(0) AkI + N(°) (13)
where G(°) is a LM x M matrix constructed from g(o) (t) in
the same way as H(k) given in eq. (10) is constructed from
h(k) (t).
During the second half of the cooperation period, the signal
(7) received at the destination is given by:
K 2K' M-1
r(t) = /2Z Ak/SE 3(k) KE kam)
k=0 k' =K'+1 m=O
Nf-1
E g(k) (t (k'
n=O
T1) TS _nTf -m - T(k)) + n(t) (14)2
where Ak is defined in a similar way as Pk and it corresponds
to the quality of the channel between the k-th relay and the
destination with respect to g(o) (t) with A0 = 1. The additional
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delay T(k) corresponds to the relative arrival time of the first
ray from the k-th relay with respect to the first ray from the
source to the destination (T(0) = 0). In general, the relays are
chosen to be closer to the destination than the source and T(k)
is a negative quantity. B(k) is the k'-th element of the (k + 1)-
th row of the matrix B. The scalar am (m = O, ..., M -1) is
the (m + I)-th component of the vector given in eq. (3) for
k = O and in eq. (4) for k = 1, ...,K.
As in the cooperating relays, r(t) is correlated with LM
matched filters, but now, these matched filters are followed by
K' despreading sequences. This corresponds to collecting the
K'LM decision variables given by (for k = O, ... , K):
K'T(k) =
Yi,m
/2
2K'
r(t) E:
k1' =K'+l1
Bk-KK/Wk/,l,m (t)) dt
After some manipulation, and following from the orthog-
onality between the rows of B, eq. (15) can be expressed in
matrix form as:
y(k) V/2AkG(k)A(k) + NI(k) (16)
where it is easy to show that the noise term is white with
variance NO. The (IM + m + I)-th element of y(k) is equal
to y(k) for I = O, ..., L -1 and m = O, ...,M-1. The channel
matrix G(k) is a LMxM matrix whose (IM+m+l, m'+1)-th
element is given by g)m' f= Tf g(k)(t- T(k))w(t (mT
m')-\Al)dt. The different arrival times at the destination
can be compensated by an appropriate feedback between the
destination and the relays. Based on this feedback, the different
relays change their transmission times and the first multi-path
components of the relays are aligned at the destination.
Finally, the decision at the destination is based on the
2K'LM-dimensional vector Z which is the vertical concate-
nation of vectors X(°), ... XK' given in eq. (13) and vectors
y(O) y(K) given in eq. (16):
Z = diag(Hl H2)[AT AT]T + N (17)
where A, = [As... AK/]T and A2 = [A(o)T . .. A(K)T]T.
The K'LM x K'M matrices H1 and H2 are given by:
H1 = /31(IK' (9 G(0)) (18)
H2 = /4,Udiag( AoG(°) ... AG(K)) (19)
As in all DF schemes, the decoding at the destination is
based on the assumption of correct decisions at the relays.
The maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding at the destination is
based on:
argminCK Z H2(R IM) 2 (20)
where C is given in eq. (12). When NI > 1 is odd, the
above cooperating scheme can be applied with Nf N f1
In this case, Nf + 1 (resp. Nf ) pulses can be used to convey
each symbol in the first (resp. second) half of the cooperation
period. Therefore, the only case in which the proposed scheme
can not be applied is when NI = 1; in other words, for systems
that do not use any pulse repetitions.
III. NON-COHERENT UWB
For non-coherent UWB, the modulation delay d is chosen
to be larger than the channel delay spread. In this way,
the different modulation positions do not interfere with each
other. This renders non-coherent detection based on energy
integration feasible. These systems are associated with M-
PPM for M > 2. The transmitted signal in non-cooperative
systems has the same form as in eq. (1) with d = Tf.
Unlike the coherent cooperation scheme that can be applied
with any number of relays when NA > 1, the non-coherent
scheme that we propose in this section can be used only with
K < N -1 relays. Therefore, for a given system, the number
of tolerated relays is determined from the number of pulse
repetitions. Moreover, unlike the coherent scheme that encodes
K+1 adjacent symbols, the non-coherent scheme encodes the
pulses used to convey a given information symbol. In what
follows, and without loss of generality, we fix K= N -1.
The cooperation strategy is as follows. For a given symbol
duration, the source transmits uniquely during the first frame
duration Tf. The k-th relay decodes the first frame based on
energy integration and then it transmits a pulse at the decoded
position during the k-th time frame for k =1, ..., K. In other
words, instead of transmitting the K' = N' = K + 1 pulses
(dedicated for a given information symbol) from the source,
these pulses are transmitted consecutively from the source and
the K relays. In the case of correct decisions at the relays,
the proposed scheme coincides with the multi-antenna non-
coherent diversity scheme proposed in [7].
Denote by A the M-dimensional vector representation of
the information symbol. Keeping the same notations as in
the preceding section, the decision matrix at the k-th relay
corresponding to the first transmitted pulse is given by:
X(k) = 3P1 AH(k) + N(k)Nf' (21)
where X(k) is a M x L matrix whose (m + 1,1 + 1)-th
component is equal to the output of the l-th Rake finger at
the m-th position forl O, ..., L- andm = O, ...,M -1.
From eq. (7), we have h(k)m 0 for m #t m' since
in this case (m -m')6l is greater than the channel delay
spread. Therefore, the channel is completely determined from
L parameters. The channel matrix H(k) is a 1 x L matrix whose
(I + I)-th component is equal to h(k) The k-th relay decides
in the favor of the position that corresponds to the maximum
diagonal element of X(k)X(k)T. The restored symbol at the
k-th relay is represented by the vector A(k) for k = 1, ..., K.
The decision matrix at the destination during the first frame
duration is given by:
(22)X(°) = AAG() + N(°)
During the k-th frame, the decision matrix at the destination
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corresponding to the transmission of the k-th relay is given by:
y(k) = 2Ak A(k) G(k) + NI(k) (23)
Note that since only one relay is transmitting during a frame
duration, the delays T(k) can be compensated without any
feedback. These delays can be compensated simply by shifting
the reference signal by T(k) during the k-th frame.
Designate by Z the M x K'L matrix that is obtained from
the horizontal concatenation of X(), y(l), ... y(K). The
destination decides in the favor of the position that corresponds
to the maximal diagonal element of ZZT. Suppose that 1 =
32, in the absence of noise and assuming correct decisions at
the relays, this diagonal element takes the value:
1 (()1=0)(
K
+ k Agl (k)
k=l
Suppose that the relay-selection protocol does not select
relays that are very far from the destination [10]. In other
words, the values of Ak are not very small. In this case, eq. (24)
implies that the captured energy is small only if the magnitudes
of (K + 1)L quantities are small. In other words, the signal
is lost only if K + 1 channels suffer from fading during a
duration of LA1. Therefore, the proposed system exploits the
spatial and multi-path diversities and it has the same diversity
order as the multi-antenna system proposed in [7] with K + 1
transmit antennas, one receive antenna and L fingers.
For coherent and non-coherent systems, the coding scheme
depends on the number of relays. These K cooperating relays
are chosen among Kmax nodes that are in the neighborhood
of the source and the destination. Moreover, a maximum
number of Kt,j relays can be tolerated by each cooperation
scheme. For example, with coherent systems, the decoding
complexity grows with the number of relays while for non-
coherent systems the maximum number of relays is determined
by the number of pulse repetitions. For the selection of the
relays, we differentiate between two relaying protocols: the
Fixed-Relaying (FR) and the Selective-Relaying (SR).
For FR, any node can become a cooperating relay. If
Kmax < Kt,j then K = Kmax. If Kmax > Kt,j, then
K = Kt,j relays are chosen randomly. For SR, a node
cooperates with the source only if the channel between the
source and this node is "good". We assume that a certain
number of control symbols, that are known by all nodes, are
transmitted before each data burst. A node can help the source
only if it correctly decodes these symbols. Once again, if the
number of these nodes exceeds Kt,j, we fix K = Ktj. This
protocol is similar to the one proposed in [1] where each
coded frame is preceded by a CRC. A node is allowed to
cooperate with the source only if the CRC check is correct.
Note that the proposed strategy is less stringent since the
length of the control frame is very short compared to the data
bursts. Moreover, decision errors on the information symbols
can occur even if the control symbols are decoded correctly.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
The channels between the different terminals are generated
independently according to the channel model recommenda-
tions CM1 and CM2 [9]. The pulse shaper w(t) is taken to be
the second derivative of the Gaussian function with a duration
of 0.5 ns. The frame duration Tf is chosen to be Tf = 100 ns
which is larger than the maximum delay spread of CM1 and
CM2 [9]. We fix NI = K + 1. For coherent systems d = 0.5
ns while for non-coherent systems d = Tf.
In order to highlight the effect of the achieved diversity, we
first consider systems that do not have any energetic gain.
In other words, we fix Pk = Ak = 1 for k 1, ..., K.
In this case, the distances source-relay, relay-destination and
source-destination are supposed to be the same. Moreover, for
coherent systems, we fix T(k) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , K in eq. (14).
Fig. 1 shows the performance of coherent systems on CM2
with 2 PAM and a 5-finger Rake. In this case, we fix 1 =
32. In particular, we compare Fixed-Relaying and Selective-
Relaying with K = 1, 2, 3 relays. For SR, a relay participates
in the transmission if it correctly decodes the control sequence
(composed of 16 symbols). FR shows poor performance for
all numbers of relays. In fact, it is better not to cooperate
rather than transmitting completely erroneous decisions from
the cooperating relays. On the other hand, cooperation with
SR shows high performance gains for any number of relays.
Note that even in SR errors can occur at the relays but the
encoding scheme turns out to be robust against these errors.
Fig. 2 shows the performance of non-coherent systems on
CM2 with 4 PPM and a 5-finger Rake. SR is used with 1 and
2 relays for different values of the ratio r = 31/32. For non-
coherent systems, r = 1 means that the transmitted energy
is evenly distributed among the source and the relays. In this
case, the cooperative scheme shows the best performance. For
r = 4, the energy transmitted by the relays is small resulting
in some performance losses.
The impact of the energy distribution among the two halves
of the cooperation period is shown in Fig. 3. We consider
coherent systems with 1 relay, 2 PAM and a 4-finger Rake. A
large value of r = 1/32 implies that, at the relays, lower
energy is dedicated for the transmission of more accurate
decisions on the received signals. On the other hand, for small
values of r, a bigger proportion of the energy is transmitted by
the relays. However, the "forwarded" symbols have a higher
probability of being coded versions of erroneous decisions.
For high SNR, the optimum is obtained around r = 4 dB. This
shows the importance of allocating more energy for enhancing
the decisions at the relays.
In Fig. 4, pk, Ak and T(k) are determined from the relative
positions of the terminals assuming free space propagation.
The source and the destination are separated by a distance of
d = 10 m. The positions of the K = 3 relays are uniformly
distributed in the surface determined from the intersection of
the two circles whose radii are equal to d and centered at
the source and the destination respectively. SR is applied with
Kmax = Kt,j = K. 2-PPM modulations are used with a 10-
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Fig. 1. Fixed-Relaying versus Selective-Relaying on CM2 with coherent Fig. 3.
systems, 2 PAM and a 5-finger Rake using 1, 2 and 3 relays. CM2.
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Fig. 2. Performance of non-coherent systems on CM2 with 4 PPM and a
5-finger Rake using 1 and 2 relays.
finger Rake. Results show the interest of cooperative diversity.
In particular, the cooperative non-coherent systems approach
the performance of non-cooperative coherent systems.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we discussed the utility of cooperative schemes
on IR-UWB. In particular, we considered the DF strategy
with coherent and non-coherent systems. The proposed system
took into consideration the multi-path propagation and the
properties of multi-dimensional constellations. Adjacent pulses
were appropriately encoded resulting in large performance
gains with various constellations and Rake orders.
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